CzechCrystalCharms Adjustable Bangle (#6-2021)
#czechcrystalcharmsadjustablebanglejohnbead
#czechcrystalcharmsadjustablebanglentaj

[I call it the [New] Classic! The adjustable bangle is—IMHO—the staple of every jewelry wearer’s accessory stockpile, and why not?!
It’s amazing alone or stacked and fits every “paw” from here to Mars. Here in the vibrant hues aluminum wire provides, this
versatile bangle is easily adorned [jump-rings already attached] with the sparkle of these Czech crystal charm sets conveniently
packaged in your favorite colorways.]
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Link:#CzechCrystalCharmsAdjustableBangle

Materials

Tools

-Aluminum Wire, 12 gauge
-gold [SKU 74720001-01]
-turquoise [74720001-07]
-red [74720001-15]
-Czech Crystal Charms
-6mm, Autumn Sunset [SKU 30440300-06]
-8mm, Autumn Sunset [SKU 30440301-06]
-6mm, Midnight Elegance [SKU 30440300-01]
-6mm, Royal Jewels [SKU 30440300-04]

-John Bead Pro Line Pliers/Cutter Set [SKU 74527341]
-Round nose [SKU 74527301]
-Chain nose [SKU 74527300]
-Side-cutter [SKU 74527320]
-Nylon Jaw Pliers [SKU 74527322]
-Needle file/Wire Rounder
-Metal Complex Hammer, nylon [SKU 74529456]
-Metal Complex Bench-block, 4” [SKU 74529401]
-Adjustable pattern, [Hand Tool version @ Bead Projects & PDF’s from John
Bead Facebook group] or [Jig version @ www.BrendaSchweder.Etsy.com]
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CzechCrystalCharms Adjustable Bangle (#6-2021)
Directions

#czechcrystalcharmsadjustablebanglejohnbead
#czechcrystalcharmsadjustablebanglentaj

Form the Adjustable Bangle
1. Cut one 17” length of 12g. wire in the color of your preference.
2. Referencing the Adjustable Bangle pattern, form the wire around a circular form to match bypassing each other while keeping the wires parallel.
3. Continue on until the doubled wire covers half of the form again.
4. Make a flush cut 3/8-1/2” beyond those points to both sides, and round the end of each length with a needle file or wire rounder.
5. Make a plain loop to each end, positioning the loops parallel to the main wire.
6. Hammer the loops to harden them with a nylon hammer and bench-block.
7. Make a right angle to each loop just below the neck, bending each toward the main wire [i.e. the upper loop, downward and the lower loop, upward].
8. Open and close each plain loop around the main wire.
9. Pinch and hold the bangle at a position a bit smaller than the form used to create the circle, and hammer to harden, flatten, and to create a bit of
spring. [Note: A small anvil works best to hammer the wires where they are on two levels.]

Adorn the Adjustable Bangle
1. Open and close the jump-ring of a Czech crystal charm around one of the wires between the loops.
2. Repeat with each charm as desired.
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